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A couple of the different locks encountered in order to
progress through the challenges. Directional and combination.

Some “Steam Punk” art work recently added to our lobby area

What are we?
Rock Escape Rooms are a relatively new business based in Gibraltar on Devil’s Tower Road, offering
the ever-increasingly popular entertainment and leisure activity of escape rooms.
An escape room is a live-action adventure game wherein players (customers) are challenged with
escaping a room, or a series of rooms within a 60 minute time frame. During that 60 minutes they are
tasked with solving a range of puzzles and challenges to eventually escape the room.
If players get stuck at a certain point, clues are available to help them towards solving that section of
the game.
Rock Escape Rooms currently has 3 games with the intention of adding a 4th very soon. It opened for
business on the 15th May 2017.
Escape rooms are an up and coming entertainment and leisure activity, but are quickly becoming a
very popular activity for team building and social events due to their cohesive and practical nature.
It’s imperative that the group of people who enter a certain escape room work together to complete all
of the challenges, if participants are silent and separate there is a high probability of not completing it
within the time limit.

Our Games
We currently have three established games of which two have been live for 6 months and the other is
more recently live, and one more which is in planning and due to go live in January.
Room 83 (Max 5 People)
A horror-themed murder mystery, players are immersed into solving a horrific murder at a local
Gibraltar hotel. Clues will be found while players complete each stage to eventually find out who the
murderer is and escape the room!
The Box (Max 5 People)
A rescue mission involving a secret meeting to discuss some suspicious activity on the ship’s radar,
with an expected attack, players need to find The Box of Gibraltar and escape before it falls into
enemy hands!
The Experiment (Max 4 People)
Players are human test subjects in a hallucinogenic gas experiment, commissioned by an eccentric
doctor. Players need to figure out what is real and what is not to find the antidote, cure themselves
and escape to report their findings.
Casino Heist – Planned for December (Max 5 People)
Criminal mastermind Pablita Escoban is one of the richest people in Gibraltar. Locked away in a safe
within her private casino are riches worth millions. Can you and your team of thieves break in and
steal as much as you can before the guards return? Be warned, if you get caught she is not known for
taking prisoners…

Location
Rock Escape Rooms is located just 10 minutes’ walk from the border, Casemates Square and Ocean
Village. We have a good breakdown of how to arrive here on our website and we are about to put up
some more signage so that we can be found from the main roundabout just after the runway, entering
Gibraltar.

View from Outside:

Rock Escape Rooms

Benefits of Team Building
We believe there are a number of benefits which transpire as a result of playing escape games with
teams from businesses, to name a few of the main ones:
Teamwork
Teams have to work together to escape, everyone is focused on a single objective of overcoming
every challenge and obstacle within the allotted time. If there is no team work and people act alone it
becomes a much tougher task.
Communication
A sub-product of the above, it’s important for teams to communicate exactly what’s going on with
whichever aspect of the game they are playing. Two or three people being called over to be inquisitive
of a certain challenge is better than one person tackling it solo.
Quick Decision-Making
Throughout the game teams have to make fast decisions, trying new approaches, leaving non-working approaches behind.
Outside the box thinking
Facing a varied range of obstacles, teams and individuals will need to analyse all aspects of each
stage of the game to beat it, this brings out skills individuals and teams perhaps did not know they
had!

Example Schedules and Capacities
We currently have 3 games open, two of them have a capacity of 5 and one has a capacity of 4.
Meaning we can hold 14 people during a 1 hour session, we can squeeze another couple of people in
if required. This means we can accommodate up to 28 people in a 2.5 hour period. Or 56 in a 6 hour
period.
For a group size of 28 for example, we would run all the games simultaneously and consecutively, an
example schedule would look like the following:
3 Games simultaneous and consecutive
2pm – The first 3 games begin (14 people max)
3pm – All games finish and a half an hour reset occurs to prepare games for next groups
3:30pm – The second 3 games begin (14 people)
4:30pm – All finished
Alternatively if the numbers suit better, we can run just two games, an example schedule would like
like the below:
2 Games simultaneous and consecutive
2pm – The first 2 games begin (10 people max)
3pm – All games finish and a half an hour reset occurs to prepare games for next groups
3:30pm – The second 2 games begin (10 people)
4:30pm – All finished

Upon release of our new game in January, we will be able to accommodate 20 participants in a 1 hour
time slot.

Prices/Costs
Our current pricing structure for individual games is as below. The price for adults depends on group
size:
-

2 Adults = £20 each (£40 total)

-

3 Adults = £18 each (£54 total)

-

4 Adults = £17 each (£68 total)

-

5 Adults = £16 each (£80 total)

We have discounted prices for larger groups:
-

£15 per person for groups of 20+

-

£14 per person for groups of 40+

-

£13 per person for groups of 60+

Some example prices for varying group sizes:

Past Clients and Reviews
Rock Escape Rooms has had the pleasure of hosting many teams from various different sectors of
Gibraltar, KPMG, Moore Stephens, EY and Jyske Bank from accounting, insurance and finance.
Coral, Lottoland and BetVictor from gaming and the RAF, Medical division and the armed forces from
the base just down the road from us.
Here are a few reviews of their team building events:

Emphasis on Quality
We have many 5 star reviews from our first 5 months of trading and intend to continue to deliver this
level of quality and standard (and better!) for as long as we are active.
In total we have 94 x 5 star reviews and 2 x 4 star reviews across Facebook and Tripadvisor from our
first 5 months of trading which we believe is a result of our emphasis on quality and we fully intend to
continue and even improve this.

Flexibility & Bespoke Ideas
We are still quite a new business so we can be very receptive to bespoke ideas from clients who want
to spice up their team building day. As some general examples:
-

Overall tournament with prize for best time/least clues

-

Adding things into the games

-

Allowing management to monitor the games with our Gamesmasters to see the interaction of
the teams

-

In relation to above, analysis of team roles within games

-

Seasonal additions such as mince pies for Christmas

-

Building separate games outside of our building, around Gibraltar

And anything else we are open to discuss to see if we can accommodate.

Insurance and Access
We currently have public liability insurance cover up to £1,000,000
Having said this, our games do not involve any dangerous, or even physical activity, so they are
suitable for the majority of people.
We unfortunately currently do not have any disabled access and require 1 person from each group to
not have any visual, mobility or hearing impairments so the group can complete all challenges in the
game.

Contact
We can be contacted at any time via private message through our Facebook page we aim to reply
always within 1 hour here.
We can also be contacted via email at rockescaperooms@gmail.com
You can also call Ben (Managing Director) on +34602358968

